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EDITORIAL
The American "Nose for News."
Attention is called by the Johnstown Democrat
L° the rather curious fact that although British
politics is afire over the revolutionary land clauses
0f the Lloyd George Budget, the daily newspapers
. „ .
J.
r,,
,6 '
J
J1
of thls Country, With Only One Or two exceptions—
the Democrat might have made two or three more
exceptions—are silent about it. The press associa-
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tions, says the Democrat, all but ignore the fact
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tnat a tremendous struggle is in progress," brmg^nS us "only the most meagre accounts of the
battle." And the stories that do come over the
caWe «refcr to the ]css important features" of the
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Budget. "There must be some reason, thinks the
Democrat, "why a news feature of such unusual
importance should be practically ignored by the
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Press °* the United States." Lack of journalistic
enterprise docs not impress the Democrat as the
j
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reason, nor do
overshadowing
events
home.
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the latter, there arc none. As to the former the
preSs associations burden the cable with the ill-
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starred romance of the Duke of Abruzzi; they
follow the movements of the Czar with minute
fidelity ; they chronicle every happening of the
European courts." So the Democrat thinks there
xi_
«
x
-x
j.
j j.i
mU8t be a taClt agreement of the prCSS aSSOCiations and the great newspapers which control them,
to avoid a matter charged with political dynamite." If this is not the explanation, it asks,
"t^n what is the explanation ?" The question is
well put. Although there may be something in
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the Democrat's surmise, we doubt if there is as
much as in another.
+
American correspondents abroad would probably
load down their dispatches with news of this
Budget fight and its deep significance, even as the
English papers are loaded down with it, if they
and their managing editors at home regarded it as
"news." The influences which draw forth the
Democrat's question are probably due less to any
news monopoly scheme for suppressing "political
dynamite" than to journalistic incompetency. Not
incompetency with reference to "enterprise."
American newspaper men are enterprising enough.
But incompetency with reference to the direction
of their enterprise.
*
As the net result of more than two generations
of newspaper training since the Civil War, the
newspaper men of the United States, considered as
a class, are controlled by perverted notions of what
.constitutes news for- civilized newspaper constitu
encies. If they report a court trial, it is the little
sensational incidents, and not the real news of
the trial—the merits of the case—that find inter
esting expression. If they report a speech, they
exhaust twice as much space as would be neces
sary for a readable summary of its points, in ex
ploiting the mere quips and quirks of the speaker
or of some interrupter, making persons who heard
the speech wonder what speech they are reading
about, and leaving those who didn't hear it in utter
ignorance of its purport or else deceived about it.
And so all along the line. In the mind of the
trained newspaper man "news" is not informa
tion. "News," in his mind—of course there are
exceptions, but they are usually men who have
risen" out of the cult—"news" is gossip; sensa
tion; comical episodes; Paul Pry disclosures
of private affairs ; the comings and goings of celeb
rities; and above all, scandal. There is singular
significance in the American newspaper man's
characterization of his ideal newspaper man, as a
man who "has a nose for news." For most of what
is esteemed as "news" by the American newspaper
is distinguishable more by its odor than by any
other quality, and of course it needs a
nose to find it.
+
That is the principal reason, we should say, why
the last-ditch struggle of feudalism in England
gets scant attention in the American press. Blood is
not flowing, nor likely to flow; it is too intense a
controversy to supply much frivolous gossip, and
too serious for elaborate comicalities; it has few

elements of secluded private life above stairs which
the enterprise of impudence might reveal to a
snobbish constituency of curious readers; and it
is so free from scandal that there is not the slight
est whiff of an odor to catch the attention of
American newspaper men with "a nose for news."
Not being "news," this final chapter in the history
of British feudalism is naturally enough neglected
by the American press. What else could the Johns
town Democrat have expected? Its editorial de
scribes the struggle as a news feature of "unusual
importance"; but that does not make it "news."
Quite the contrary. In the American newspaper
sense, it is not the news features of unusual im
portance that make "news," but those of unusual
unimportance.
+
*
Free Trade in Labor, Restricted Trade in Property
One would not like to say that President Taft
really believes in the restriction of competition
for goods and free trade in labor, but Mr. Taft
himself comes very near to saying it.

In his speech at Winona, where he defended the
Aldrich tariff bill, he accused the free trader of
opposing tariff protection because "he thinks that
our manufacturers," etc., "ought to withstand
the competition of foreign manufacturers," etc.,
"or else go out of business and find something
else more profitable to do." The accusatory man
ner in which this statement was made, as well as
his comment and his record as a Protectionist,
shows that in Mr. Taffs belief manufacturers
in this country ought not to be subject to
the competition of importers. Certainly it is no
misinterpretation to assert that he believes that
importers of foreign goods should be prevented
(within limits, of course) from seeking such
buyers and at such prices as they will. This is
a fair statement of the Protection idea in its
relation to the buying and selling of goods, or we
have never seen one. If Mr. Taft does not believe
that importers should be restrained from freely
importing and selling foreign goods, sufficiently
to enable home manufacturers, etc., to get re
munerative prices for their products, it is high
time for him to explain away his professed Pro
tectionism.

+
But how does Mr. Taft apply his principle of
restricted bargaining, to contracts for labor? See
what he said on that point at Chicago only the
day before he spoke at Winona. Alluding to non
union workingmen, he used this language : "Their
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right to labor for such wages as they choose to
accept is 6acred, and any lawless invasion of that
right cannot be too severely condemned. All the
advantages of trades unionism, great as they are,
cannot weigh a feather in the scale against the
right of any man lawfully seeking employment,
to work for whom and at what price he will."
Does that declaration square with Mr. Taft's Pro
tectionism? Or does he distinguish between
freedom of contract for goods, and freedom of
contract for labor? If he does distinguish, upon
what principle does he insist that the right to
work for any one and at any price is sacred, while
contending that the right to buy of any one and at
any price is not sacred ? How does it happen that
he puts on protection spectacles when he thinks
business profits are at stake, and free trade spec
tacles when the stake is living wages ?

There seems to be no explanation of this in
consistency, unless Mr. Taft's apologists fall back
upon a "weasel word" in his Chicago speech. It
will be observed that he injects the idea of "law."
Giving force to his reference to the law, we find
his sacred rights dwindling to a mere legal right.
According to Mr. Taft in that interpretation it is
not invasions of the sacred right, but 'lawless"
invasions, which cannot be too severely condemned ;
and not the right of any man seeking employment
at what price he will that weighs so much, but
his seeking the employment "lawfully." Now, we
admit that if Mr. Taft did intend this interpre
tation, he was not inconsistent, verbally. There
is no verbal inconsistency in saying, on the one
hand, that importers must not compete freely be
cause there is a law against it, and, on the other,
that laborers must compete freely because there is
no law against it. Those statements are quite
consistent verbally, even if crooked ethically. But
what then? Does Mr. Taft believe that the law
which protects our manufacturers from compe
tition for the sake of profits should stand, and yet
that there should be no law to protect our workingmen from competition for the sake of a whole
some human life? No man could pronounce
severer condemnation upon himself.

When Mr. Taft says that the right to make
labor contracts freely is a sacred right, he touches
rock bottom. But is it less sacred with reference
to contracts for buying goods than to contracts for
the labor that makes goods? And with refer
ence to contracts for labor, does not freedom of
contract imply equality of contractual condition?
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With a labor market glutted to the point at which
competition forces wages for work below the
decent-living line, the man who sells his labor
is a beggar, not a contractor. So far from offer
ing a free contract, he has to plead for a job. Mr.
Taft's words about the sacred right to labor for
any wages one chooses to accept, are born either of
ignorance of economic conditions or of an effort to
be amiably euphemistic. Men who have to beg
for work, take the wages, not that they choose as
an equivalent for their service, but that they have
to take or starve.
+
This condition raises alternative questions for
Mr. Taft with reference to his idea of "reasonable"
protection for business men, and unmodified free
trade for workingmen. He can either throw his
influence into the scale of opening up opportuni
ties freely for all—freedom of production and
freedom of trade—or he can throw it into the
scale of modifying free trade in labor by law as
free trade in goods is modified by law. Such men
ns he plead that the former is not practicable
at this time. That isn't true, but with them it is
"good enough Morgan" until the deluge, so let it
go. What, then, has he to say of the modifica
tions? If he stands for laws checking free trade
in goods, will he stand out against laws checking
free trade in labor? Will he as a protectionist
be hostile or quiescent on child labor laws,
woman's labor laws, hours of employment laws,
minimum wages laws, and the rest which are
necessitated by denial of equality of economic
opportunity ? Here is Mr. Taft's choice. He must
lead the way to protection from labor competition
as well as goods competition, or else to free trade
in the fullest sense in both. To do neither—to
' stand for protection for Business and unchecked
competition for Labor, is to expose himself as a
special pleader for a parasitic class; and this is a
role in which we should be sorry to see him
appear unless it truly represents him.
*
*
The Church and the World.
Many church dignitaries exhibit a disposition
regarding social questions which meets this just
rebuke in the correspondent's column of a Buffalo
paper of recent date. The correspondent cuts to
the bone in his criticism of the moral police force
which the ecelesiasticism of today, like that of two
thousand years ago, is endeavoring to set up for
the protection of unearned property. "The church
sometimes makes itself conspicuous," says this
writer, "in its opposition to proposed reforms such
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as socialism, for instance ; but its opposition would
carry more weight with thinking people if it would
only offer some counter remedy to the one con
demned." The writer then points out the mis
sion of the church in these matters if its purpose
is in truth to maintain the moral law and not mere
ly to buttress immoral property rights in the name
of the moral law. Asking if the church preaches
"Thou shalt not steal"? he proceeds: "Things in
this world are not as they should be materially, and
we might make them better if we were not so igno
rant and blind. Eliminate want and the fear of
want and you will practically wipe out sin. Isn't
it the church's mission to eradicate sin? Then
why is the church so ready to criticise those who
would remedy things if possible? Some say it is
because the church is in sympathy with the upper
ten and believe in things as they are. There is
something wrong in the method of preaching re
ligion when, after 1,900 years of Christianity,
there is so much of injustice, misery and sin in
the world. If the church condemns socialism,
then she should also condemn our present system
of government of the people by the power of
money, and she should be the first advocate for
real freedom for every man, woman and child on
God's earth."
+
*
Income Tax and Corporation Tax.
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merce between States, it is practically impossible to
tax Incomes without gross evasion, unless the taxes
are levied by Federal authority, which will enable
collections to be made in large part at the source,
following the English plan. State taxation of Incomes
is bound to be as unequal and ineffective as the per
sonal property tax. The States cannot continue ask
ing the Federal Government to keep Its hands off in
heritances, corporations, and other subjects of taxa
tion without allowing it to have some form of taxing
power that does not fall on consumption. The tariff
and internal revenue taxes have the economic defect
that, falling on consumption, they bear no relation to
the ability of the taxpayer nor to the benefit which
he derives from the Government in return for the tax.
In- addition, they are so indirect that the ultimate
payer does not realize his burden. The income tax
has the advantage of letting the payer know what the
government is costing him, and It cannot be shifted.

Police Inspector McCann's Conviction.
In the conviction of a Chicago police inspector
for grafting on vice, the State's Attorney may or
may not have won his first skirmish in a war upon
official corruption in Chicago. The question will
probably be determined in the early future, and
we shall continue to await developments (p. 757)
with expectation and patience. This one prosecu
tion and conviction is not enough. Standing by
itself it would even cast suspicion upon the pur
poses of the State's Attorney rather than a laurel
leaf upon his brow. The jury's verdict was prob
A better explanation, and more concise, of the ably right. It would be strange, at any rate, if
under the conditions that hedge in the police force
difference between the corporation tax and the in
come tax in respect of Federal and State relations, of every city, any policeman could rise to the high
than this from the pen of A. C. Pleydell, which we official position of this convicted one without hav
take from the New York Times of August 25, we ing become entangled in crooked work. There
seems good reason to believe, however, that in
should hardly expect to find :
suppressing
vice within his official jurisdiction he
The Federal corporation tax Is a hybrid; there is
no reason for taxing a corporation differently from has gone as far as the powers above him would
an individual, except for the privilege of being a cor
permit, and that it is this fact more than any other
poration, which privilege is granted by the several that has brought him to book for the crookedness
States and is already taxed by them. There is also a of which he has been convicted and is probably
fiscal reason for asking that the taxation of corpora
tions be reserved to the States. Like the inheritance guilty. If this is a correct view of the case of
tax, It is one that a State can collect thoroughly, Police Inspector McCann, the State's Attorney is
with little opportunity for evasion, and, so long as the to be congratulated; but only in the event of his
rate is within reasonable bounds, without driving making the McCann case a stepping stone. He
property from the State. Such special taxes are need
must follow it up with prosecutions of police and
ed by States to enable them to carry out the policy of
political
officials whose crookedness is notorious,
separating the sources of State and local revenue. On
the other hand, the States cannot collect Income taxes who are not only more grossly guilty than McCann
efficiently. Imagine the difficulties in New York, but are probably responsible for McCann's guilt,
where it is so easy to maintain an actual residence and who are shielded by influences that McCann
in New Jersey or Connecticut. Several States have
abandoned the attempt to tax incomes. In Virginia could not command.
*
*
grand juries have at various times spent weeks in
examining witnesses to discover evasions, and from Some of the Advantages of Executive Sessions.
the financial results it would pay better to put the
"I don't know what they do so much in their
Jurymen to sawing wood for the same length of time.
With the diversity of our industries, the wide-spread executive sessions down at the City Hall," said an
character of investments, and the unrpstrlcted com
ncute Negro critic of a Texas town council; "but
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I remember when I was a young buck, and used
to go into executive session under a chicken roost,
that something had to drap." One of the some
things that has "drapped" in the executive sessions
of the Big Business school board of Chicago (steel
trust, railway combine, beef trust, etc., etc.) seems
to be a "roosting chicken" of a contract for the
coal trust. Although the coal trust was the highest
bidder and its samples of lower efficiency than
those of its competitors, as it now transpires
through the Tribune of the 24th, it got the con
tract. The excuse is that the trust alone complied
with a certain condition; but this condition,
shrewdly prearranged to suit the coal trust, was as
unmeritorious as it was arbitrary. However, the
trusts must stand together; and for this purpose
executive sessions do have their advantages—they
certainly do.
*
*
*

TOM L. JOHNSON'S VICTORY.
Tom L. Johnson used to accept one article in
the creed of a democrat: he believed in the people.
The people of Cleveland may have shaken his
faith. I doubt it.
They may have made him sick, as they have
me. But they have not disturbed my confidence
—nor his either, as I verily believe—that in the
long run the people will go right more surely than
any individual or set of individuals.
I believe, for example, that they will re-elect
him at the next election.
Oh, I know that isn't the point.
I know that it is a vision that is at stake; that
he cares not to be mayor, except to realize that
dream.
And I know that the recent battles lost must
make him feci that he himself may never be able
to achieve for Cleveland all his hopes. I never
believed that he, personally, could earn- out his
plans; not by half. But I always have felt, and
I feel now, that Cleveland will go on, and will
herself realize in every essential the vision that
Mayor Johnson gave her.
And she will know, through all the generations,
that she is following her leader.
I believe, in other words, that Tom L. Johnson
has won.
*
I don't know how he feels about the situation.
It has always seemed to me that he was free
from one trouble that besets all the other leaders
of men that I know and read about. They saw
big. Most of them, being blessed with imagina
tion, have seen far enough ahead only to lie filled
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with bitterness or despair at the sight of slowcreeping Man,—the mass.
They wanted to win.
They suffered, when it came home finally to
them that they might see but never could go over
into the Land of Promise.
Perhaps Henry George felt the tragedy of it.
I doubt it, however. He knew Johnson was here,
and others after his own heart. He had that as
surance that his vision would be worked for.
And Johnson has that assurance as to his dream.
He has disciples, fine ones—good men, well drilled.
His ideal can never die.

But the thought that I must out with is this:
From Moses down through Jesus to Henry George
and Johnson himself, no great leader has ever
realized the dream that inspired him. What is
more, the greater, the truer, the more inspired
the vision, the more generations it has taken to
achieve it.
And since this is true, such men as Tom L.
Johnson—but especially their friends—should
daily think of his work as seed-sowing, as plan
ning and pioneering; that it is not at all to be
finished, but only well begun.
And so I think of Cleveland.
No such foundation for democracy was ever
laid ; no people ever were so well instructed. They
don't all understand it all. But they have made
fewer blunders than any one individual among
us all,—you, the Mayor or I.
Even that isn't the point, however. The truth
is that Johnson's vision is in the minds of enough
men in Cleveland, and the road to the goal is so
well marked in the public consciousness, that it is
bound to be realized.
As long as lie lives he should carry on the slow
work of the approach to it; but I think it is but
the part of wisdom to hold himself, and to urge
his friends to hold him and the people of his city,
responsible only for reasonable progress.

Maybe there is no call for me to say these
things. But I have long felt the need of saying
something expressive of my sure faith in our com
mon cause; and in him.
But I have never yet ventured to say to any
man where I rank him, among the men not only
of our day but of all time. It might sound ex
aggerated to our contemporaries. And I could
not prove my estimate. I could use only actual
achievement; and big as that is, it is only a baga
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telle compared with the consequences thereof, the
harvest that will grow from his sowing.
He has made a leading people. The people of
Cleveland and their children will prove his case,
execute his plans, and be what he has tried him
self to be—the creator of the City on a Hill.
And that view is not only comforting, it is
democratic.
LINCOLN STEFFENS.

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE
THE POLITICAL MELTING POT.
Sioux City, la., Sept. 27.
To my mind the present "insurgent" or "progres
sive" movement In the Republican party Is fraught
with greater promise for the future than any devel
opment of American politics since the Civil War.
Iowa Is the storm center of this awakening; but it
has radiated until "insurgency" is now the accepted
political gospel in all the prairie States.

To one who has lived where the high protective
idea is accepted as a matter of course, it is refresh
ing to come into this section and hear men who
would fight at the first challenge of their loyalty to
Republican principles, condemning in intelligent
fashion, and with measured and moderate phrase,
the iniquities of a tariff bill enacted by their own
party—a bill that differs not a whit In principle, and
very little In detail, from half a dozen bills which
the same party has passed before.
When seven Republican Senators voted against
the Aldrich-Taft bill, they represented a sentiment
that was and is practically unanimous among their
Republican constituents. One has but to live among
these Republicans awhile to appreciate the magni
tude of President Taft's self-assumed task of reading
the insurgent Senators and their adherents out of
the Republican party.
The worst luck which could befall the President
would be the success of this "reading out" move
ment which he began in his speech at Winona.
Success would simply mean the wrecking of the Re
publican party in the nation; for the Republicans
can't elect a President without the electoral votes
of Iowa, Minnesota, Kansas, Wisconsin, Indiana and
Nebraska. Mr. Taft's effort to make acceptance of
the Aldrlch bill a test of party fealty, seems fatuous
in the extreme.
As yet this insurgent movement is largely a grop
ing in the dark. To use a slang phrase, these in
surgents "don't know where they're going, but
they're on their way." They still claim to be pro
tectionists. They resent with indignation the
"standpatters' " charge that they are free traders.
The term "free trader," now as always, is a bugaboo
to them.
But they have begun to question the sanctity of
the schedules; they acknowledge without blinking
that tariff legislation, enacted by their own party
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this year and in past years, has fostered monopoly;
they admit that the leaders of the dominant faction
of their party are mere creatures of predatory in
terests, which are fattening at the expense of the
American consumer.
Most important of all, your western "Insurgent"
knows at last that the American manufacturer, as a
rule, produces his article more cheaply, per unit of
production, than any other manufacturer in the
world. It has taken a long time for the average
voter to realize that relative cost of production is
not to be determined by comparison of day's wages
in different countries; but the genus Iowan has
waked up to it now, and boldly challenges the claim
of the big manufacturer that he needs protection
"for the sake of American labor."
And so, while these "insurgents" still assert their
belief in the protective principle, they would not
grant protection to well-established industries, but
only to Industries that are in fact "infant industries."
This, of course, is not the fee trade posi
tion; it is the real principle of the American
fathers of protection, but it is far removed from the
gospel of Republicanism as preached by Nelson W.
Aldrlch.
There are two most decidedly hopeful features of
this situation, to my way of thinking. The first is
the fact that this questioning of the schedules is
practically unanimous with the rank and file; the
second is that the votes of this rank and file are
absolutely essential to the future control of the na
tion by the Republican party.
It is only necessary to point out that once the
rank and file begin to question and doubt on the
subject of protection, the battle is half won, and
protection is doomed. Your "standpatter" compre
hends this. Hence his alarming cry of "treason" at
the first sign of wavering. Protection is one of
those things upon which, after candid Investigation,
there is not the slightest room for honest difference
of opinion, and now that the middle West has begun
to Investigate, it is only necessary to await the re
sult in patience.
On the second point, it is apparent that one of two
things will happen; either the element in control
of the Republican party will concede on the tariff
question, or ultimately these States will turn the
Republican party out of power. They hold the bal
ance of power in the nation—no question about that.
Moderate concessions at first would probably hold
them, for the time being, to their Republican allegi
ance; but as knowledge of how they are being
"grafted" by protected interests increases, and feel
ing intensifies, they will demand more and more as
the consideration for voting the Republican ticket
Incidentally, it may be pointed out, they have no
industry, great or small, which they are interested in
having "protected." Protective duties on agricul
tural products are a Joke to these people; they were
openly flouted on the floor of the senate by Sena
tors Cummins and Nelson.
It Is the history of the world that the Bourbon
won't concede much. Because of that trait, the
organization of a new party, beginning here In the
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middle West, is one of the tolerably certain things
of the future—unless, of course, the "insurgents"
should be able to wrest control of the Republican
party from the Bourbon element, which does not
seem likely. In Iowa there is much latent sentiment
for a new party now, and the spectacle of another
Congress controlled by vested interests will do much
to intensify that sentiment.
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NEWS NARRATIVE
To use the reference figures of this Department for
obtaining continuous news narratives:
Observe tbe reference figures in any article ; turn back to the page
they indicate and find there the next preceding article, on the same
subject; observe the reference figures in that article, and turn back
as before; continue until you come to the earliest article on the sub
ject; then retrace your course through the indicated pages, reading
each article in chronological order, and you will have a continuous
news narrative of the subject from its historical beginnings to date.

One thing is certain beyond peradventure of a
doubt: it is mere idle folly to hope or expect that the
"insurgent Republicans" can be cajoled or exasper
Week ending Tuesday, September 28, 1909.
ated into voting the Democratic ticket. Democratic
politicians who imagine that this "insurgent" move
ment can be made to inure to the benefit of their British Politics.
party are building fragile castles in the air, which
Balfour, the Tory leader in British politics
will come tumbling down about their ears with the
first opportunity to test their theory. Permit the and former Prime Minister, is reported to have
writer to say that he has voted the Democratic ticket 'definitely thrown down the Protection gauntlet in
a keynote speech at Birmingham on the 22d. Ac
all his life, and consequently is not airing any indi
vidual predjudice against that party.
cording to the news dispatches, he said that—
Hostility to the Democratic party is bred in the the Budget with its dangerous tendency towards
bone of the average middle Westerner. Tradition, slipshod communism had raised the most important
sentiment and prejudice combine to keep' him from issue for many years, and the nation now is to de
voting the Democratic ticket. Moreover, the record cide whether it would enter the upward, hopeful,
of the Democrats on tariff and kindred questions forward movement for tariff reform [protection] or
involving vested interests is too untrustworthy to take the first, though in no wise the short step, on
attract the independent voter. Your Iowan can't the downward track which leads to bottomless con
see what he can gain by deserting Aldrich to fall fusion and socialistic legislation.
into the arms of "Joe" Bailey and "Gum Shoe Bill"
Stone—and, speaking candidly as a Democrat, I The meeting, which was a Unionist or Chamber
lain meeting, adopted a resolution declaring the
can't see it either.
Unionist party's loyalty to Balfour's leadership
and saying:
No; if the potency of the middle West in the
Recognizing that the financial proposals of the
Electoral College is not strong enough to convert Government are intended to postpone indefinitely
the Republican party into a low-tariff or a no-tariff the policy of tariff reform [protection], this meeting
party, and wrest the control of that organization declares its determined adherence to that policy as
from the plunderbund, then the logic of the situa
a necessary means of increasing employment at
tion demands a new party, and such a party will be home and strengthening the Empire at large.
evolved here in the middle West. This is not proph
*
ecy. It is knowledge acquired by conversing with
the man in the street.
Several weeks are yet to elapse—perhaps about
The leaven is working now; and the new party,
three—before the Budget gets to the House of
when born, will be a party that will unite the fol
lowers of Cummins and La Follette and of Bryan Lords. The Commons still have it under consid
and Gore, and which will force reactionaries of both eration, and on the 24th, on the whisky tax, the
old parties into a single organization of their own. Liberal majorities ran down as low as 13. "These
Taft's embracing of Aldrich, Cannon, Tawney and approaches to defeat," cables T. P. O'Connor in
Ballinger is hastening the day.
the Chicago Tribune of the 26th, "were caused by
Irish opposition to placing an additional burden
+
to the whisky tax, whisky being not only the na
One word in conclusion. I have spoken of this tional beverage in Ireland, but one of the few
"insurgent" sentiment as though it were practically remaining industries." The general opinion seems
unanimous—pervading the entire rank and file. I now to be that no matter what course the House
wish to be understood as meaning just that. The of Lords takes, the general elections will be on in
practical unanimity of this sentiment is the amazing
a few months.
thing about it. It is a thing which Eastern politi
cians—notably the President—haven't the slightest
conception of. If the President had understood it,
We get by mail the full report of the speech
he would not have delivered himself as he did at
(p. 896) at Glasgow on the 10th of Lord Bosebery,
Winona,
formerly a Liberal prime minister. At its close
This "insurgent" movement has passed the mere
there was loud and prolonged cheering. The type
insurrectionary stage; it has attained the dignity of
of audience may be inferred from the leaders at
a revolution.
the meeting : Mr. William Lorimer (of the North
D. K. L.
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British Locomotive Works), chairman of the meet
ing; Sir John Ure Primrose, Mr. Hugh Eeid
(Xorth British Locomotive Company), Lord
Blythswood, Lord Newlands, Sir William Arrol,
Sir James King, Sir Matthew Arthur, Sir James
Bell, Sir John Stirling-Maxwell, Sir Nathaniel
Dunlop, Sir H. Shaw-Stewart, Sir John Wilson.
Sir Hector Cameron, and Sir William McEwen.
Lord Rosebery's speech occupied two hours in
delivery and was a condemnation of the Budget in
detail, closing with these words:
The party of social policy promise blessing, but
produce ruin. England is beginning to enter upon
this path. Let her persist in it a few years, and we
will see where it will land the country which liberty
made the richest in the world and the mightiest
since the Roman Empire. (Cheers.) I do not say
on this point all that is in my mind. I wish to
speak with restraint, as I speak with regret, though
there is little left for one in my position but the
melancholy and unpopular privilege of telling what
I believe to be the truth. I think my friends are
moving on the path that leads to socialism. How
far they are advanced on that path I will not say;
but on that path I, at any rate, cannot follow them
an inch. (Loud and prolonged cheering.) I may
think tariff reform or protection an evil, but social
ism is the end of all, the negation of faith, of fam
ily, of property, of the monarchy and of empire.
On the land clause of the Budget, Rosebery said :
The most suspicious part of the Budget is that
dealing with land. First, because of the sources
from which those provisions proceed; secondly, be
cause of the enormous sums laid out by the govern
ment to obtain what appears to be an infinitesimal
return; and, thirdly, because of the principles and
the arguments on which that part of the Budget is
founded. There are six new taxes placed upon land,
four on land alone and twe others as expansions of
taxes already created. I mean the income tax and
the death duties. I am sorry to tell you that the
word "expansion" plays a very considerable part in
both of those. The Prime Minister says that after
all you need not grumble because two of these taxes
are only expansions of taxes. Yes, but an income
tax of twenty shillings in the pound would only be
an expansion of a tax which already existed.
(Laughter.) Then the blessed word "expansion" is
used in the land taxes. "Oh, though they are small
at present," say both the Prime Minister and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, "they are capable of
infinite expansion." That is the comfort that is
given to the land tax payer. The tax, though small,
is like a dum-dum bullet, it enters the body by a
small hole, but when it gets into the body it ex
pands and kills the victim. (Laughter and cheers.)
I say that the source is suspicious because I believe
that the source in the main is our Glasgow friends
of the land nationalization league. I cannot forget
that Mr. Lloyd George himself, the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, speaking in October, 1906, when he
was already a highly-placed Minister, said "Nation
alization of land must come, but it must come by
easy stages." Ihis is the first easy stage. (Laugh
ter.) The other day the land nationalization league
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held a meeting, in which they were extremely jubi
lant over the Budget. Some of them—they were
members of Parliament, all that were reportedsome said the private ownership of land was crim
inal and so forth, and Mr. Keir Hardie wrote—and
he is a man whose words are valuable in these days
— (laughter) —wrote simply but pregnantly, "these
are encouraging times for land nationalizes."
(Laughter.) When I see that sixteen millions are
said to be required by the Government to fill up
their deficit—I take their own figures; I pass no
opinion upon them—and that only a very insignifi
cant sum is to be raised by these taxes, part of
which is to go to the localities, I cannot help smell
ing a rat. (Laughter.) I should like to take as an
authority on the principles which govern the Gov
ernment in this matter a friend of all of ours [Mr.
Ure], the Lord Advocate. (Some cheers.) We all
like him. (Some laughter.) We do not quite agree
with him, but nobody can help liking him. We like
him for that engaging frankness which is not always
to be found in ministers. Some ministers try to
keep their cat in their bag altogether. Some let
you see sometimes the tip of his ear and sometimes
the end of his tail— (laughter) —but no bag has ever
been constructed large enough to hold the cat of
Mr. Ure. (Cheers and laughter.) While other min
isters are thinking Mr. Ure is speaking. What are
his reasons—and this is what I want the business
men of Glasgow to attend to—what are his reasons
for placing land in a special category as regards
taxation? ... Its existence, first, is not due to
the owner; secondly, it is limited in quantity; third
ly, it owes none of its value, they say, to anything
the owner does or spends. That is absolutely untrue,
because almost all the value of land comes from
what the owner does or spends. Fourthly, land is
absolutely necessary to existence and production.
Now, of all these reasons only No. 4 is not appli
cable to every other form of realized property.
A large part of the rest of the speech was given
over to an argument in support of the last state
ment.
+
The speech of the Prime Minister, Mr. Asquith,
delivered at Birmingham on the 17th (p. 923),
in support of the Budget, has also reached us by
mail. This speech, preceding by a few days the
speech of Mr. Balfour noted above, was made
under the chairmanship of Arthur Chamberlain,
brother of the ex-Colonial Secretary, who described
the Budget as "so bold, so far-reaching, and so
evidently the landmark of a new age and of a
nobler and more effective Liberalism, that it might
well secure the enthusiastic support of all- true
Liberals as it had the bitter hostility of all Tories."
Mr. Asquith's speech, a conventional defense of the
Budget, was especially notable for its challenge
to the dukes and earls. Replying to Rosebery he
quoted him against himself, as saying in a speech
when Premier, that the London County Council
"has laid down some principles which will not be
allowed to die," and the "first of these is the taxa
tion of ground values." We quote passages in Mr.
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Asquith's speech from the Northern Whig of the
18th, sufficient to exhibit Mr. Asquith's progressive
and determined purpose:
Yon have come, if I rightly divine your intentions,
to declare your fixed resolve— (cheers) —first, that
the necessities of the state shall be met by an equit
able distribution of the burden of taxation— (cheers)
—and next, that in settling both the measure and
the incidence of that burden the freely-chosen rep
resentatives of the people have the final and the
determining voice. (Prolonged cheering.) ... I
agree in one respect, and one only, on this subject
with Lord Rosebery. I agree that we are making
a new departure in this matter. (Cheers.) What
is that new departure? We have for the first time
principles, the justice of which has been admitted
by every impartial mind that has been given to the
study of the subject—those principles are being rec
ognized and acted upon by a responsible Govern
ment of the Crown. (Cheers.) Gentlemen, I say
of these so-called land taxes that they are just, be
cause for the first time they exact a contribution,
and not an excessive contribution, to the public
funds from a class of property which has hitherto
escaped scot free. I say, in the second place, that
they are financially politic, because they bring in
immediately, and will bring in in the years to come
a growingly productive revenue; and I say, thirdly,
that they are socially expedient because they will
bring in their train amongst their consequences the
breaking up of land, of putting into the market the
land which is now artificially withheld, the dissipa
tion of congestion and of overcrowding, and the
laying of a better and healthier foundation for our
civic and our urban life. ... I come finally to
another question—what is going to be the fate of
the Budget— (cheers) —when it has received, as it
will receive, the considered approval of an over
whelming majority of the House of Commons?
(Cheers.) We are told—I cannot pretend to believe
it—we are told that there is a possibility that the
House of Lords, whether by mutilation or by re
jection, and it matters not which— (loud cheers) —
may set aside the provision which the House of
Commons has made for the financial necessities of
the state. Gentlemen, this would be indeed the most
formidable and the most fundamental act since the
days of the Long Parliament. (Cheers.) I assert with
confidence that there is no rule more deeply in
grained in our Constitution, more solemnly hallowed
by precedent, more plainly sanctioned alike by the
traditions of the past and by the requirements of
today than that in matters of finance the Commons,
the representatives of the people, have an absolute
and unquestionable and a decisive voice. ... I
say here is a principle asserted upon the strength of
precedents which were already ancient in the time
of Pitt and Selden, and reasserted with no less en
ergy and insistence even in the servile atmosphere
of the Restoration, acknowledged time after time,
generation after generation, by the most illustrious
and responsible spokesmen of both parties of the
state.
The principle is this, as stated in the
plainest and most naked possible words, that in mat
ters of finance the Lords are impotent and the Com
mons are supreme. (Loud cheers.) Gentlemen, 1
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ask, is that condition of our Constitution, established
in the past while freedom was painfully struggling
into life, confirmed again and again in time of storm
and stress, reiterated and safeguarded, as I have
shown you, under every temptation, and the ignoring
or overriding of it by the greatest statesmen of the
Tory party itself—is that venerable canon now going
in the twentieth century for the first time in nearly
three hundred years to be put in jeopardy? (Loud
cries of "No.") Amendment by the House of Lords
is out of the question. (Great cheering.) Rejection
by the House of Lords is equally out of the ques
tion. (Renewed cheers.) It would mean, as Mr.
Balfour says, to repeat nis own language, the bring
ing by the action of the House of Lords the whole
of the Executive machinery of the country to a
standstill. It means in a word financial and admin
istrative chaos—a chaos how profound, how farreaching, how fraught with injustice to individuals
and danger to the state, it is no part of my business
tonight—I trust it may be no part of my business
hereafter—to demonstrate and to make plain. There
stands the matter, gentlemen. Is this issue going to
be raised? If it is, it carries with it in all its train
consequences which he would be a bold man to fore
cast or foresee. That way revolution lies— (great
cheering) —and if it is going to be seriously threat
ened, involving, as I venture to predict it will, issues
far wider, far deeper, than the mere right of the
House of Lords to meddle with finance— (laughter)
—I say for you and for me, I say for the Liberal
party that we represent— (cheers) —that we are not
only ready but anxious, that we are not only anxious
but eager— (cheers) —to take up the challenge.
(Loud and prolonged cheering.)

An impressive statement from business men was
issued on the 15th. It describes the Budget as of
fering "an important measure of freedom to the
business men of the country.'' Asserting that "a
new basis of assessment is necessary," it declares
that the Budget, by providing for the valuation of
land apart from private improvements, furnishes
this basis. Its argument then proceeds as fol
lows :
So far from inflicting any burden on enterprise or
industry, a rate or tax on the value of land would
afford them stimulus and encouragement. Produc
tion of raw materials and buildings^-which, after
all, is an essential preliminary of manufactures and
commerce—requires the use of land in "sufficient
quantity and on fair terms. This is denied to. it by
our system of land tenure. Even a moderate rate or
tax on the value of all land, whether used or held
idle, would incline the owners to meet the offers
of those who desire to develop it. In this way, such
a tax would benefit the landowners themselves, and
by increasing production would contribute to the
prosperity of all classes In the country. We, there
fore, commend this policy to business men in the
hope that they will consider it in relation to their
business interests, and support the demand for a
consistent' and uniform valuation and tax.
Among the signatures to this document are those
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of the chairmen of the following incorporated
business firms:
Samuel Montagu and Co., Bankers, London; Kynoch (Ltd.), Tubes (Ltd.), Ammonia Soda (Ltd.),
Birmingham; Swan Hunter and Wigham Richardson
(Ltd.), Wallsend; Brunner, Mond & Co. (Ltd).
Northwich; Cadbury Bros. (Ltd.), Birmingham;
Stapley & Smith, manufacturers, London; British
Insulated & Helsby Cables (Ltd.), Liverpool; Mather
& Piatt (Ltd.), Manchester; Rudge Whitworth
(Ltd.), Lanchester Motor Co. (Ltd.), Coventry and
Birmingham; Redpath, Brown & Co. (Ltd.), Edin
burgh and London; Hart & Levy (Ltd.), Leicester;
John Barker & Co., departmental stores, Lpndon;
Mond Nickel Co. (Ltd.); Wm. Collins, Sons & Co.
(Ltd.), publishers, London and Glasgow; S. Dugdale,
Son & Co. (Ltd.), cotton spinners, Sowerby Bridge;
Joseph Smithson (Ltd.), textile manufacturers and
printers, Halifax.
Among the personal signatures are those of—
C. J. Cawood, farmer, Bast Riding; Philip Bright,
engineer, London; Sir Henry Ballantyne, woolen
manufacturer, Peebles; William Strain, color prin
ter, Belfast; T. W. Toovey, farmer, King's Langley,
Herts ; Henry Withey, ship builder, West Hartlepool,
and A. W. Metcalfe, flax spinner, Belfast.

An American observer, George Wallace of Freeport, Long Island, has recently returned from
Great Britain, where, as the son of a Scot, he par
ticipated in the campaign. The following brief
but significant description of it comes from him:
The land restoration fight is on for fair in Eng
land, coupled with a fight for free trade as against
"tariff reform" so-called—meaning protective duties.
The landed interests, more clearly even than the
single tax folks, read the handwriting on the wall.
Like myself, they see much more of the Henry
George philosophy than appears on the surface.
Both parties are amazed at the popularity of the
land taxes in the Budget, which fact adds to the re
joicing on one side and the dread on the other. The
privileged landholders have worked themselves into
a state of terror in fear of the Henry George philos
ophy.
*
*
The Douma Program.
The Russian Douma is (pp. 637, 758) to resume
sessions on the 28th. According to the Associated
Press reports the tentative program includes the
consolidation of rural holdings bill; the reform
of local courts; the inheritance and income tax
measure•■; and the. law for universal primary edu
cation; "The upper house will be busy with the
great agrarian law for the dissolution of peasant
communes, which passed the Douma during the
spring session; the several measures on religious
toleration, which only await the formal third read
ing in the lower house ; and its own bill reducing
the long list of religious and civic holidays. The
agrarian law, it is expected, will be adopted with
out trouble, although prolific of debate ; the tolera

tion bills, to which the Douma, against strenuous
conservative and church opposition, gave a thor
oughly liberal construction, probably «will be
pruned of some of their progressive features, and
the proposal for the reduction of holidays, against
whioh the whole weight of the orthodox hierarchy
is thrown, probably will fail. The first work of
the Douma will be devoted to an important but
noncontentious measure for the reorganization of
fishery rights on interior lakes and rivers. The
committee on labor will then report on a measure
for normal hours of labor for hand workers, pro
viding for a twelve hour day, with two hours re
duced for meals, and three hours for school atten
dance for employes of school age. The maximum
hours of labor may be lengthened two hours during
the busy season, but not for more than sixty days
in the year. In its report the committee asks the
ministry of commerce and labor to submit without
tlelav law projects on child labor and apprentice
ship"."

*

+

Spain Settling Down Again.
The little war being waged by Spain in the in
terests of Spanish and French capitalists against
the Riff Moors in Morocco (p. 876), is apparently
drawing to a close with the victory to Spain. On
the strength of their improved situation the Span
ish government is restoring the constitutional
guarantees withdrawn from turbulent localities in
Spain at the time of the recent revolt over the un
popularity of the Moroccan war, except in the
provinces of Barcelona (p. 825) and Gerona. The
Cortes has been summoned for the 15th.
The International Tax Association.
At the opening of this year's convention of the
International Tax Association (vol. xi, p. 686),
at Louisville, Ky., on the 21st, the president of
the Association, Allen Ripley Foote, in his annual
report, asked the convention to go on record in
opposition to the proposed Federal income tax
(pp. 758, 828) and also to the proposed Federal
corporation tax. He submitted the following reso
lution for recommendation by the convention to
the several States:
"Resolved by the legislature of the State of
.
"First, That the taxation of corporations should
be reserved for the several States as a source of
revenue for their exclusive use and benefit.
"Second, That all provisions at Federal law author
izing the taxation of corporations for Federal pur
poses be repealed.
"Third, That the legislature of the State of
hereby respectfully requests and urges the several
Senators and Representatives representing this State
in the Congress of the United States to support a
properly drawn Joint resolution when proposed for
adoption by the two Houses of Congress, declaring
it to be the policy of the Federal government to re
frain from the taxation of corporations for Federal
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purposes, and to reserve this source of revenue for New Jersey, Nebraska, Rhode 'Island, Virginia,
the exclusive use of the several States."
Wisconsin, Missouri, Connecticut, Kansas, Minne
Conflicts of opinion prevented the recommenda
sota, New Hampshire, Mississippi, Idaho, Ver
tion, a compromise being effected on the 23d mont, and Ohio; the armored cruisers Mon
whereby the Governor of Kentucky was asked to tana, North Carolina and New York; the scout
call a meeting of the Governors of all the States cruisers Birmingham, Salem, and Chester, and
to consider the subject. After a four days' session the auxiliaries Culgoa, Prairie and Panther. As
the Association re-elected its last year's officers on the fleet passed the naval representatives of France,
the 24th except for vice-president for Canada, an Mexico, Argentina and. Holland, booming salutes
office to which Arthur J. Matheson was elected, were fired. Three British warships—the Drake,
and having referred the selection of a meeting the Argyll and the Duke of Edinburgh—anchored
place for next year to the executive committee, near Sandy Hook on the 23d, and on the 24th, fol
adjourned.
lowing, the German warships, they entered the
*
*
harbor and steamed up the river to a point below
Grant's tomb. The German ships were the Victo
President Taft's Tour.
ria
Luise, Hertha, Dresden and Bremen.
President Taft arrived in Denver from Omaha
*
(p. 919) on the 21st. His speech there was in
advocacy of the corporation tax, (pp. 658, 673),
On the 25th the formal celebration began.. Af
which is embodied in the tariff bill, and also of the ter the noise of the sunrise guns and whistles and
income tax amendment (p. 758). At Colorado church chimes, a replica (a gift from Holland) of
Springs on the 22d he emphasized his intention the Half Moon, Henry Hudson's ship, which
of following the Roosevelt policies with reference was commanded by an impersonator of Hudson
to the conservation of national resources, including and manned by Dutch sailors clothed in the cos
the reclamation of land, the preservation of forests tume of 1609, moved up the river under her own
and the deepening of waterways; and committed sail. She was followed by a replica of the Cler
his administration to such additional legislation mont, Fulton's original steamboat, under her own
as may be necessary from time to time to regulate steam. The two had collided when taking their
railroads and trusts. At Montrose, Colo., after places, but neither was seriously injured. The war
officially opening the Gunnison tunnel, which ships did not participate in the parade, but sa-. ,
pierces a Rocky Mountain range and carries the luted the Half Moon and the Clermont as they
waters of the Gunnison river into the Uncom- passed. At 110th street the parade ended and
pahgre desert for irrigation purposes, the Presi
land ceremonies were conducted, with Governor
dent promised the aid of his administration in Hughes as the orator of the occasion. The day
behalf of further governmental projects for re
closed with brilliant and extraordinary fireworks.
claiming the arid regions of the West. He was
*
in Utah on the 24th, 25th and 26th, speaking in
On
Sunday,
the
26th,
the churches held special
the Mormon Temple at Provo on the 24th and in
the Mormon Tabernacle at Salt Lake City on the services in honor of the celebration. The corner
26th, notwithstanding the protests of anti-Mormon stone of a monument to Henry Hudson was laid
on the 27th by Governor Hughes on Spuyten Duyclergymen. On the 27th he was at Helena, Mon
tana,, and on the 28th at Spokane, Washington. vil hill ; there was a parade through Fifth avenue
At Spokane he spoke at length on the conservation and along Central Park; and in the evening at
-the Metropolitan Opera House an official recep
of natural resources.
tion was given by the Hudson-Fulton Commission.
* *
Stewart L. Woodford, chairman of the commis
The Hudson-Fulton Celebration.
sion, introduced Mayor McClellan as chairman of
Reports of a phenomenal gathering of people in the reception meeting; Julia Ward Howe read an
New York to participate in the celebration of the original poetic tribute to Hudson and Fulton ;
discovery of the Hudson, river by Henry Hud
General Woodford delivered an address of wel
son in 1609, and of its utilization for steam navi
come; the roll of nations was called, beginning
gation by Robert Fulton in. 1809 (p. 926), began to with Argentina and ending wiih Turkey,, and each
come over the wires days before, the date set for responding through a delegate, with a message
the celebration. The rush began as early as the or an address ; and the Mayor of old Amsterdam
22d when conservative estimates placed the num
conveyed greetings to the Mayor of New Amster
ber of visitors as high as 1,500,000.
dam. A magnificent pageant, in which nearly 20,000 men, women and children, in costume posed as
*
historic personages, and formed, a procession, five
On that day the fleet, in command 'of Rear Ad
miral Schroeder and representing the United miles long, was the event of the 28th.
*
States, steamed to its anchorage above Grant's
tomb. It consisted of the battleships Georgia,
On the 1st the Half Moon and the ClcrnTOTrt
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will respectively sail and steam up the river under
escort as far as Newburg, where they will be turn
ed over to the Albany division having the man
agement of the up-State features of the celebra
tion in charge.
*
*
Preservation of the "Palisades."
Palisade Interstate Park was dedicated in New
Jersey, just across the Hudson from New
York City, in the midst of the HudsonFulton ceremonies on the 27th.
The land
for this park was purchased by the New
York-New Jersey Inter-State Park Commission,
with $502,000 from the two States and $125,000
from J. Pierpont Morgan. It comprises 700 acres
of level land and the precipitous and picturesque
cliff, 14 miles long, known as the Palisades, ex
tending from Fort Lee, N. J., to Piermont, New
York. The dedication exercises included speeches
by Governor Hughes of New York and Governor
Fort of New Jersey.
*
*
Municipal Politics in New York.
Mayor McClellan's term expires with the year,
and a municipal campaign in New York is aboutopening. From present appearances Judge William
J. Gaynor and Otto T. Bannard will be the lead
ing candidates for Mayor.

Judge Gaynor was nominated by the Munici
pal Democracy at Cooper Union on the 20th (p.
925) and it is believed that he will be named by
the regular Democracy (Tammany Hall) during
the present week, not because the Tammany lead
ers wish to nominate him, but because they dare
not risk his running as an independent.

An attempt to fuse the anti-Tammany elements
has failed. The only politically organized factors
were the Independence League (Hearst) and the
Republican party organization. The Independence
League withdrew from the conference committee
on the 22nd, and the Republicans made their own
nominations the following day.

At the Republican convention on the -23d it was
announced that all the independents, except the
Independence League, would support the Repub
lican nominations, and a mixed ticket was accord
ingly nominated. It was as follows: For mayor,
Otto T. Bannard (Republican), president of the
New York Trust Company and a resident of Man
hattan borough; for Comptroller, William A.
Prendergast (Republican), for many years presi
dent of the Credit Men's National Association and
a resident of Brooklyn; for President of the
Board of Aldermen, John Purroy Mitchell, the

present commissioner of accounts, an independent
Democrat and a resident of Manhattan borough.
The fusion committee adjourned' on the 23d
without formally recommending the Republican
ticket as selected.
*
Meanwhile the Independence League organiza
tion had been captured by Tammany Hall at the
primaries on the 22d. Until late in the afternoon
the League vote was very light, but about 5 o'clock
it grew amazingly ; and when the votes were count
ed the surprising increase was found to have been
cast for Tammany men and presumably by- Tam
many men. Officials of the League conceded that
Tammany men had been elected on the League
ticket to the League convention in 26 out of the
35 districts. Charles E. Gehring, chairman of the
county committee of the League, made this ex
planation in the New York Times of the 23d :
They have captured the organization. We may
be able to hold the City convention, but it looks as
if they would surely beat us in the County and Bor
ough conventions. The preparations for this steal
were begun a year ago, when hundreds of Tammany
men enrolled as Independence Leaguers. We knew
that something was going to happen, but we did not
realize that it was going to this extent. The thing
was undoubtedly managed from headquarters.
The number of Tammany voters who played this
trick upon the League is reported to have averaged
15 to a district—about 500 in all.
*
*
Hew Jersey Politics.
Gov. Fort of New Jersey (pp. 914, 915) is re
ported as having "thrown down the gage of
battle" on the 22d to the Republican machine of
his State, in speeches delivered at Newark and
Elizabeth in support of the "New Idea" Republi
can movement which is identified with the name,
among others of Senator Everett Colby (vol. xi,
pp. 637, 754, 781). In closing he said:
For this speech I realize that all the dogs of war
of the bosses and platform breakers will be let loose
upon me. But I rather enjoy that When you are
right it does not trouble you what people say. If I can
awaken the people of New Jersey to the true con
ditions of defiance of the party by the political boss
es, and can prevail upon them to defeat the nomina
tion of men who last winter were false to the party
pledges and obeyed the Rarty boss, a long step for
ward will have been made. Selfishness is the curse
of our politics. If you expect a great future for the
State you must give your support to the men who
are fighting those who would make your State politi
cally a personal possession. The battle is hard, but
right will triumph in the end. If we all do our
duty the final victory is sure.

*

+

Politics in Toledo.
The municipal campaign has opened in Toledo
(p. 828) with Mayor Brand Whitlock as the In
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dependent candidate against David T. Davies, the
Republican. The Democratic party vote is re
garded as a negligible quantity. The issue is the
street car question, Mayor Whitlock standing on
his former platforms for 3-cent fare, and Mr.
Davies advocating a settlement like that favored
by the traction company of Cleveland and by the
Republican candidate in opposition there to Mayor
Johnson. According to a correspondent of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer of the 26th, the vital issue
in Toledo, as the campaign goes on, will probably
be—
the attempt of the Brown machine to recover
control of the city government. Davies has been
for years a member of the "Brown cabinet" and the
entire Republican ticket, with two minor exceptions,
is the slate ticket furnished by the machine at the
primary election. The Republican organization is
the same, with George P. Waldorf forcibly climated,
that controlled the City Council when the attempted
passage of a franchise ordinance called out the
"petition in boots" and forced the organization of an
independment movement The Independent factions
of last year have drawn together, and Senator
Lamb, who is conducting a personal campaign
against Whitlock, is about the only insurgent.

Convention of the Rational Women's Trade Union
League.
The National Women's Trade Union League
opened its biennial convention (p. 804) in Chicago
on Monday, the 27th. The business sessions have
been .held in the Fine Arts Building. A public
meeting was held in the evening of the 27th in the
hall of the Young Men's Christian Association,
with the National President, Mrs. Raymond Rob
ins, presiding. Music was furnished by the chorus
of the Chicago Women's Trade Union League. A
letter was read from John Mitchell, President of
the United Mine Workers of America, and ad
dresses were delivered by Mrs. Ellen M. Henrotin
of Chicago; Miss Mary Macarthur, secretary of
the British Women's Trade Union League; John
Fitzpatrick, President of the Chicago Federation
of Labor, and Raymond Robins. Miss Macarthur
reported that within the past month the workingwomen of Great Britain had finally secured a law
definitely fixing a legal minimum wage in four
industries, below which no employer could go
without subjecting himself to a heavy fine or
imprisonment. "We in England have had the
maximum hours of labor for women fixed by leg
islation for many years," said Miss Macarthur,
"and public opinion has made it constitutional. It
is public opinion that makes all laws constitutional
and you must arouse that public opinion in Illi
nois if you are to have your ten-hour law upheld.
When asked for a legal minimum wage in the
sweated industries we were told that we could not
interfere with the iron law of wages. 'What is
your iron law of wages?' we asked; and we were
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told that it was the tendency of wages to fall to
the limit of subsistence. 'Well,' we answered,
'wages for women have fallen below the limit of
subsistence, and' we are only raising them to that
level.' "
*
*
North Pole Honors.
Dr. Frederick A. Cook, the Arctic explorer
(p. 925), was given a banquet by the Arctic Club
of America at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York
on the evening of the 23d. Dr. Cook sat between
Rear-Admiral W. S. Schley, President of the Arc
tic Club, and Carl Moltke, Danish Minister to the
United States. In introducing Dr. Cook, Admiral
Schley said:
I believe, as President of the Arctic Club of Amer
ica, upon their statements, that both Mr. Peary and
Dr. Cook reached the Pole. I hail their chivalrous
and persistent courage. I believe further that these
two gentlemen reached the Pole, because men who are
willing to make those sacrifices in a region of such
terrific danger and such constant peril are made of
material that does not bleach out in the wash. All
honor to them.
In replying the guest of the evening explained in
regard to polar exploration, that—
the key to frigid endeavor is subsistence. There
is nothing in the entire realm of the Arctic which
is impossible to man. If the animal fires are sup
plied with, adequate fuel there is no cold too severe
and no obstacle too great to surmount. No important
expedition has ever returned because of unscalable
barriers or impossible weather. The exhausted food
supply, resulting from a limited means of transporta
tion, has turned every aspirant from his goal. In the
ages of the polar quest much has been tried and
much has been learned. The most important lesson
is that civilized man, if he will succeed, must bend
to the savage simplicity necessary. The problem be
longs to modern man, but for its execution we must
begin with the food and the means of transportation
of the wild man. Even this must be reduced and
simplified to fit the new environment. With due
respect to the complimentary eloquence of the chair
man and others, candor compels me to say that the
effort of getting to the Pole is not one of physical
endurance, nor is it fair to call it bravery; but a
proper understanding of the needs of the stomach and
a knowledge of the limits of the brute force of the
motive power, be that man or beast.
Dr. Cook thus partitioned the honors of the
achievement of the North Pole:
Our conquest was only possible with the accumu
lated lessons of early ages of experience. The fail
ures of our less successful predecessors were step
ping stones to ultimate success. The real pathfind
ers of the Pole were the early Danish, the Dutch,
the English and the Norse, Italian and American
explorers. With these worthy forerunners we must
therefore share the good fruits which your chairman
has put Into my basket. A similar obligation Is due
to the wildman. The twin families of wild folk, the
Eskimo and the Indian, were important factors to
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us. The use of pemmican and the snow-shoe, which
makes the penetration of the arctic mystery barely
possible, have been borrowed from the American
Indian. Th« method of travel, the motor force and
the native ingenuity, without which the polar quest
would be a hopeless task, have been taken from the
Eskimo. To savage man, therefore, who has no flag,
we are bound to give a part of this fruit. To John
R. Bradley—the man who paid the bills—belongs at
least one-half of this fruit. The Canadian govern
ment sent its expedition under Captain Brenier 1,000
miles out of its course to help us to it. I gladly
pass the basket. In returning, shriveled skin and
withered muscles were filled out at the expense of
Danish hospitality. And last, but not least—the recep
tion with open arms by fellow explorers—to you and
to all belongs this basket of good things which the
chairman has placed on my shoulder ... I cannot sit
down without acknowledging to you, and to the
living arctic explorers, my debt of gratitude for their
valuable assistance. The report of this polar suc
cess has come with a sudden force, but in the present
enthusiasm we must not forget the fathers of the
art of polar travel. There is glory enough for all.
There- is enough to go to the graves of the dead and
to the heads of the living. Many are here tonight.
The names are too numerous to mention. Special
mention for honors must be made to Greely, Schley,
Melville, Peary, Fiala, Nansen, Abruzzi, Cagni, Sverdrup, Amundsen, Nordenskjold and a number of Eng
lish and other explorers.

Commander Peary arrived at Portland^ Me.,
near which city is his home, on the evening of the
23rd. Telegrams from the north, somewhat con
flicting, indicate that Mr. Peary refused permis
sion to the sportsman, Harry Whitney, hunting in
Greenland waters, to bring down to civilization on
Peary's ship records, instruments and appurten
ances left in Mr. Whitney's care by Dr. Cook on
his southward journey; and that these records and
effects have therefore been left buried at Etah in
north Greenland. Nevertheless the line of argu
ment advanced by Commander Peary to prove that
Dr. Cook has not been to the North Pole, as given
out by him on the 27th, rests upon the character
and inadequacy of the very appliances he himself
refused to bring down for public examination and
arbitrament.

NEWS NOTES
—The late Governor John A. Johnson (p. 924) was
buried at St. Peter, Minnesota, on the 23rd.
—St. Louis is to celebrate her centennial with a
week of festivities, beginning on Sunday the 3d.
—The National Purity Congress is (vol. x, p. 758)
to meet at Burlington, Iowa, from October 18th to
20th.
—The Danish defense program upon which a min
istry has fallen (p. 804), has been agreed upon. It
provides for ports north and south of Copenhagen,
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and at various points on the coast, to prevent a
possible landing of hostile forces.
—A slight earthquake shook southern and central
Illinois and Indiana and southeastern Missouri early
on the 27th.
—Because of the protest of local labor unions that
"the militia was organized to fight union labor and
that workmen should not be asked* to march behind
soldiers," the Indiana militia are not to parade at
the German day festival at Evansville on the 29th.
—Several thousand strike sympathizers In Omaha
(p. 924) on the 22nd attacked the strike breakers'
quarters, and some of them were shot. There was
rioting along the line on the 24th. The latest re
ports are in effect that a settlement in process of
adjustment is now doubtful.
—The greatest temperance parade Chicago ever
saw took place on the 25th, with General Frederick
D. Grant as grand marshal. The streets were
packed with spectators, and those In the procession
are estimated to have numbered 25,000. Large mass
meetings were held in the evening.
—The fifth annual convention of the American
Civic Association will be held at Cincinnati, Novem
ber 15th to 18th and in conjunction with this con
vention will be held the fifteenth annual meeting of
the National Municipal League. While each organ
ization will follow its own program, there will be
several joint sessions addressed by men of national
prominence.
—The Gulf coast hurricane reported last week as
having occurred on the 20th, caused a far greater
loss of life and property than was at first supposed.
The storm actually began on the 19th and continued
for several days, sweeping along the Louisiana and
Mississippi coasts. Two hundred persons perished,
according to late estimates, and millions of dollars'
worth of property was destroyed.
—A Massachusetts judge at New Bedford on the
24th compelled a witness to repeat the words that
had passed between herself and a Roman Catholic
priest in confession. The judge said: "There is
no law in this Commonwealth which makes any
conversation privileged save that between husband
and wife, if either wishes not to disclose it, and
that between a client and counsel."
In accordance with his earnestly expressed wish,
no funeral service was held for William Lloyd Gar
rison (pp. 892, 902), and his body, encased In the
simplest possible casket, was cremated at Mount
Auburn Cemetery on the afternoon of Tuesday,
Sept. 14. A memorial meeting will be held in
Boston in the fall, at which representatives of the
various reformatory movements in which Mr. Gar
rison was an active worker, will participate.
—"Will Socialism meet with Triumph or Dis
aster?" is the subject that John Z. White and Arthur
M. Lewis are to debate at the Garrick theater, 109
Randolph street, Chicago, on the 3rd, at 10:30 a. m.,
Mr. Lewis for Triumph and Mr. White for Disaster,
the admission fee being 25 cents. On the follow
ing day, the 4th, Mr. White leaves for an extended
lecturing tour; and on the day before, the 2nd, as
we have already announced (p. 926), he is to have a
farewell banquet at Kimball's cafe, La Salle and
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Monroe streets, under the auspices of the HenryGeorge Lecture Association.
—Three hundred men, women and children, mem
bers of the Jt'ree Christian Society, gathered from
several States at their little church near Duxbury,
Mass., on the 23d, in preparation for the end of the
world, which they expected would occur at ten
o'clock on the morning of the 24th. During the 24th,
the 25th and the 26th they waited expectantly, think
ing that their certainty as to trme was subject to
slight variation; but as nothing had come off by the
evening of the 26th, they dispersed.
—The exports and imports of the United States
(p. 829) for the eight months ending August 31, 1909,
as given by the statistical sheet of the Department
of Commerce and Labor for August were as follows:
Exports.
Imports.
Balance.
Merchandize ...$1,007,433,801* 946,511,582 $ 60,922,219 exp.
Gold
89,724,653
28,754,235
60,970,418 exp
Silver
39,368,789
29,979,133
9,389,656 exp.

arrested. News correspondents at St. Petersburg
and Kieff deny the massacre, and assert that a local
fight between a few reactionaries and Jews, in which
no one was killed, forms the only basis for the re
ported massacre.
—The Mercantile Trust Company of Pittsburg and
the Land Trust Company of Pittsburg failed on the
27th. There was a heavy run on the Land Trust
Company on the 25th, the cause of which was not
then announced by the State bank officials, and de
positors were lining up on the 26th for another
rush on the 27th. It was therefore decided to apply
for a receiver. One year ago the Land Trust Com
pany decided to take over the Mercantile Trust
Company. Suits in connection with the Luster
Mining Company are said to have affected these
banking houses. The Mercantile Company was
capitalized at $750,000 and the Land Trust Company
at $500,000.

$1,136,527,243 $1,005,244,950 $131,282,293 exp.
July 1, 1897, to June 30, 1909
$6,023,025,213 exp.
1834 to June 30, 1909
8,645,644,530 exp.

PRESS OPINIONS

—The Swedish strike, in spite of official reports
(p. 877), holds on. The landlords of Stockholm, in
conference on the 21st, discussed a proposal to give
the needy strikers among their tenants an extension
of time for the payment of their quarterly rent, due
Oct. 1. The bakers have referred their dispute to
arbitration, and have returned to work. The Inter
national Metal Workers' Confederation, with head
quarters at Berlin, an organization numbering more
than 1,000,000 members, has decided to contribute
$125,000 to the Swedish strikers. Contributions are
being sent from America to Sweden.
—Two leaders in the suffragette disturbance at
the Asquith meeting at Birmingham, England, on the
17th (pp. 731, 882) were sentenced on the 22nd to Im
prisonment for two and three months respectively at
hard labor. They were Mary Leigh and Charlotte
Marsh. Another was sentenced to one month at
hard labor, and others to various terms of simple
imprisonment. Their suffragette friends who were
present acknowledged the sentences by breaking
the windows of the courtroom with missiles. On
the 24th these prisoners having refused food were
forcibly fed with stomach pumps. They resisted
violently and were handcuffed and placed in solitary
confinement. Lawsuits are contemplated in their
behalf on the ground that forcible feeding is illegal;
and the affair was brought to the attention of Par
liament on the 27th by Keir Hardie.
—A massacre of Jews (vol. xi, p. 300), with horri
ble details of torture, was reported through London
and Berlin news agencies as having taken place at
Kleff, Russia, on the 16th, 17th and 18th of Septem
ber, the opening days of the Jewish new year. The
movement was reported to have originated with the
"Reactionary League of Patriots," with the assis
tance of peasants called into the town from the out
lying districts. Eighteen Jews were said to have
been killed; eleven died later from their wounds;
one hundred and fifty were seriously injure*- and
more than a thousand severely hurt. A Jewish
deputation finally p'-^maded the Governor to send
troops to disperse the mob. None of the rioters was

Prosperity.*
Dun's Review (business) Sept. 25.—While there
are a few bad or uncertain spots in the business
situation, they are not sufficient to change the gen
erally cheerful, and in some respects, brilliant out
look, . . . The movement in iron and steel is so
tremendous, reaching at some points to practically
full capacity, and resulting in instances of premiums
paid for prompt delivery, that the only doubt cast
upon it by anybody is that the pace may be too fast.

Anarchy and What It Stands For.
The New Haven Union (ind. Dem.) Sept. 22.—
Harmless as a suckling dove. Let her talk. Let her
talk!! That is our opinion after hearing Emma
Goldman last night lecture for over an hour upon
"Anarchy and What It Stands For." As we expected,
Miss Goldman said nothing that by the greatest
stretch of the imagination could be construed as
prompting or condoning violence. Quite to the
contrary, she showed that anarchy instead of urg
ing, really condemned violence, and would, if possi
ble, put a stop to it in our social life today. . . .
Miss Goldman's lecture was a scholarly treatise on
anarchy. She declared that the institutions of
property and government are the greatest draw
backs to the establishment of harmony between
the individual and the social order. Miss Goldman
argued logically from these two false premises and
during the course of her remarks said many things
that find a firm footing in verity.
*
*
Piesident Taft and Tariff Juggling.
The Milwaukee Journal (Rep.) Sept. 20.—Those
who desire relief from the evil condition that ultraprotection has created and which the Aldrich-Payne
tariff law continues ought to rejoice over President
Taft's utterances at Winona; for, while he sides with
Cannon and Aldrich, he unwittingly points the way
•See page 926.
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out of the labyrinth of tariff juggling and scheming
and dishonesty. The Chicago Tribune, which is the
leading Republican paper of the West, sums up the
situation when it says that the question is now for
the people to decide. This is the whole thing in a
nutshell. The people demand tariff revision down
ward. It is within their power to get tariff revis
ion downward and there is every indication that
at last they are in earnest about the matter. They
have come to realize in large measure that it
is more than an economic question. It is essen
tially a moral question. It involves the right of
government to rob the many in order to enrich the
few. Thus not only is the self interest of the mass
es aroused as never before, but their moral sense is
awakened. And on a moral question let it be un
derstood the American people seldom or never go
wrong. . . . The central West is in revolt against
Taft and the Republican bosses at Washington. It
is no state of temporary discontent, rt will not die
out. It is open, determined rebellion. If anybody
doubts this, let him read the views expressed by the
Republican press of any of these States. He should
not be deceived by trickery, such as the expressions
of opinions of Wisconsin newspapers which a Chi
cago paper published Sunday. The list of these
papers, which extolled Taft's speech, was headed by
the Milwaukee Sentinel. You know The Sentinel.
There followed The Sentinel's trailer, the Evening
Wisconsin, whose opinion is generally ignored any
how. Then there was The Free Press, Senator Ste
phenson's personally owned organ—Stephenson voted
with Aldrich and of course it upheld his side of the
controversy. In the list was the Marinette EagleStar, Senator Stephenson's home organ. Its editor
got part of Uncle Ike's campaign money and its
policy can always be accurately anticipat d. There
was the Janesville Gazette, one of whose editors got
part of Senator Stephenson's campaign fund. And
so on. Everybody here knows that the opinions of
these newspapers is not the sentiment among the
Republicans of Wisconsin. The overwhelming num
bers of the Republicans of Wisconsin stand with the
overwhelming number of the Republicans of Minne
sota, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas and other
Western States in opposition to the Aldrich-Payne
tariff bill and all that it represents. In due time
President Taft will undoubtedly realize that this is
the case.

+
Johnstown (Pa.) Democrat (dem. Dem.) Sept. 27.
—Practically every speech Mr. Taft has made has
been a partisan one. His tour is one of defense
and explanation. In some States it has been one of
defiance. In others it has been one of apology.
In all it has been so obviously devoted to purely
personal and partisan ends that when we pause to
consider the fact that all of us are paying the bills,
it really wears the aspect of indecency. We think
no other personal and partisan campaign was ever
financed out of the public treasury.

*

+

British Politics.
The (London and Manchester) Daily News (Lib.),
Sept. 16.—The reasoned and dispassionate statement
signed by many distinguished business men that we
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publish today is a signal testimony to the wisdom
and fairness to industry of the finance bill. The ef
fect of a tax on land values is so well known, not
only in theory but in practice, that no business man
can ignore it. The signatories to this new mani
festo find that, "so far from inflicting any burden on
enterprise or industry, a rate or tax on the value
of land would afford them stimulus and encourage
ment." . . . The Chairman of Mather and Piatt and
his co-signatories note that the land taxes will
cheapen land, raw materials, and buildings. Any
Australian who has seen this thing done will say
the same. There is nothing else to be said—by a
business man.
Labour Leader (Socialist), September 17.—"Whom
the gods would destroy they first make mad," runs
the proverb. Have the gods decided to lynch the
dukes? How else could our feudal barons be incited
to make such sorry and pitiful exhibition of them
selves? How, after recent happenings, can we be
expected to keep alive our superstitious reverence
for a lord? Have we not heard them bleating like
sheep awaiting the shears, seen them descend to
scurvy devices that would disgrace a mountebank?
. . . Alas! for the faded glories of our old aristo
cracy. Aristocracy once had virtue and valour,
meaning and purpose. It now discharges no func
tion, accepts no responsibility—ranges itself merely
as a parasitic vested interest, hindering national de
velopment. ... It may well be that the Budget, lit
tle as its promoters intended it, will strike the death
blow of artlstocracy.

The (London) Nation (Rad. Lib.), Sept. 11.—The
House of Lords is being urged by its friends to seize
the supreme power in the Constitution, and is likely
to follow their advice. It is called on to set itself up
above the Crown, which for two hundred years has
ceased to exercise a veto on the acts of the respon
sible Government, and to aim at the destruction of
the House of Commons in the historic function
which the representative assembly has established
after three hundred years of conflict with the Crown
and with the aristocracy. This is revolution. It
dissolves the established theory and the continual,
unvaried practice of British Government. It sets
up a state of war between taxpayers and the taxing
authority, between traders and their customers. It
may compel the Crown to choose between the claims
of the Peers and the cause of the People. It dis
places law by anarchy, obliterating the group of un
derstandings under which the three governing au
thorities in the realm act harmoniously, or at least
peaceably, together. If such a course of action suc
ceed, it must destroy Liberalism, and put an end to
the party system, leaving Conservatism mainly faced
by avowedly revolutionary forces. If it fails, the
House of Lords must cease to exist. . . . The mo
ment the Lords reject the Budget, we are in the
sphere of revolution. Liberal statesmanship, stopped
from legislating on land, liquor, education, the fran
chise, and now at last forbidden even to tax a noble
man, has come to the end of its resources; and the
people must be called in to say who shall govern
England and how.
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his willingness to give one-half his fortune to the
scheme for promoting a new home for oppressed
Jews in Mesopotamia if the project will include
the public ownership of land values, which, he
points out, is quite a different thing from the land
IxMna' held communally.

WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.
For The Public.
How strange it seems—the fires that glowed are
now burnt out and cold,
And all the stately purpose gone and vanished in a
breath :
Truth was his Holy Grail as seen by perfect knight
of old—
They who have learned to bravely live may bravely
walk to Death.
We do not know the Plan of God—we die that once
was Man:
For what we then become, trust Him, for Death is in
His Plan;
But Faith and Hope, the stately Will, the Love that
makes all sweet—
If these shall die, His ordered Plan how feebly in
complete!
JOSEPH DANA MILLER.
V

V

V

THE JOSEPH FELS FUND.
From the St. Louii Mirror of August 26, 1909, by its
Editor, Wm. Marion Reedy.
The American followers of Henry, George are
finding that there are hundreds of thousands of
people who from observing the drift in Great
Britain, in Germany and in this country are single
taxers in principle without knowing it.

And the single taxers have a fund now with
which to prosecute their propaganda. Mr. Joseph
Fels, the head of the great Fels-Naptha Soap Co.,
of Philadelphia and London, a many times mil
lionaire, has laid the foundation of a fund for the
fight for the taxation of land values only. He has
pledged to an American commission the sum of
$25,000 a year for five years, conditioned upon the
single taxers raising at least that much more, and
guaranteeing to duplicate every dollar that may be
raised in excess of that sum. If the Georgians
can make it $250,000 a year, Mr. Fels will meet
the figure, and he has set no limit.
Just how much Mr. Fels believes in the cause
may be gathered from the fact that he has also
founded a similar fund in England and has guar
anteed $5,000 a year for five years in support of
the work in Canada, New Zealand, New South
Wales, Switzerland and Denmark.

Mr. Fels is a Jew, and he is a strong supporter
of Israel Zangwill in the proposal to colonize the
Jews in Palestine, or elsewhere. He has anounced

This cosmopolite of the highest type, worthy
compatriot of Montefiore and Hirsch, but with a
more inclusive philanthropy than theirs, is the
dominant spirit and chief reliance of the Vacant
Land Cultivation Society in England. At Fulham, in London, almost beneath the shadow of the
great gas works of Westminster, he has made a
desert to bloom into a kitchen garden. There cab
bages are cut and green peas pulled within half a
minute's walk of the Houses of Parliament. This
garden patch, which a year ago was nothing but a
bit of waste ground covered with stones and brick
rubbish, the remains of old houses removed for the
widening of the road, is worked by unskilled labor
ers to whom the land is loaned by the Society
which owes its existence chiefly to the sympathy
and support of Mr. Fels.
At the instigation of Mr. Fels, many other such
spaces of vacant land have been loaned to the So
ciety by public bodies and private owners. An
idea of the scope of the work may be gathered
from the facts that there are now nearly four
hundred plot-holders in all, on about fifty-six
acres of land, and that the total number in the
families benefiting by the operations of the So
ciety exceeds twelve hundred.
From ten to twelve more acres are awaiting de
velopment as soon as funds permit. Ninety per
cent of those who take up the cultivation of these
plots stick to it. Most of them are of the unem
ployed, but many are of the under-employed, who
give to the work their spare time and off days.
The London press is unanimous in praise of the
experiment which increases the health, wealth and
self-respect of the plot-holders.
I cite this to show how Mr. Fels is preparing
Londoners for the time when they will be en
abled to take up small holdings in the country un
der the Small Holding Acts. He is preparing the
way to lead the city-bound people back to the land.
When a man such as he leads in the Hyde Park
demonstrations for the Lloyd-George budget and
spreads his money abroad over the whole world in
behalf of the Henry George theory, it will possibly
dawn upon the minds of those who like to think
reformers are impractical, that there is something
in the single tax that consists with the principles
of "good business" and that common or uncommon
sense which the rich man is supposed supremely to

The Fels fund for the United States is adminis
tered by a commission of which Daniel Kiefer, of
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Cincinnati, 0., is chairman and the other members
are Jackson H. R-alston, of Washington, D. C. ;
Lincoln Steffens, of Boston, Mass.; Frederick C.
Howe, of Cleveland, 0., and George A. Briggs, of
Elkhart, Ind. Assisting these gentlemen is an ad
visory committee composed of William Lloyd Gar
rison, Dr. Mary D. Hussey, George Foster Peabody, Hon. Edward Osgood Brown, H. F. Ring,
Louis F. Post, F. Cyrus Leubuscher, Fenton Lawson, Bolton Hall, Mrs. Jennie L. Munroe, James
W. Bucklin, C. H. Ingersoll, Henry George, Jr.,
Joseph Dana Miller and Rt. Rev. Charles D. Wil
liams, Bishop of Michigan. The Treasurer of the
Fels Fund is Tom L. Johnson, Mayor of Cleve
land, to whom all believers in the George theory
of taxation should send remittances in such sums
as they can afford, at the office of the Fels Fund
Commission in the Commercial-Tribune Building,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
*
How is the fund to be used?
Briefly in furthering the campaign for the taxa
tion of land values only, through the device of the
Initiative and Referendum.
Conditions for such a campaign are ripe in Ore
gon and in Missouri, where the Initiative and
Referendum are in operation; also in Rhode Isl
and, where the tax reform movement has been
supported by the most representative business con
cerns of the State. With the people having a
voice in taxation, the result can only be, as we
see it now coming in Great Britain, that the taxes
will be laid upon the land values now engrossed
by those who simply hold land and let the work
of other people increase its value. The money will
be expended upon literature, making clear the
cause, on press bureaus, speakers, conventions and
general systematic propaganda of the facts and
the deductions therefrom as to the economic, po
litical and social curse of the private monopoly of
land values.
*
With the example of Great Britain and Ger
many ; with the object lesson afforded in the sinis
ter and subterranean reversal of the Roosevelt
policy of conserving this country's natural re
sources in the public lands; with the piling up
of taxes upon the industrious to the relief of the
idle; with the results before us of the scheme by
which the burdens of the poor are increased by
the scheme of tariff protection ; with the growth
of taxes on everybody but the landlords in all our
cities, the growth of which benefits first and chiefly
those same landlords, there is inspiration for work
and sacrifice by those who know the remedy that
shall set labor free, through setting land free of
those who, in holding it, own the people who must
live and work upon the land.
Every Georgian should give of his means.
He can afford to do so. He won't miss a small
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free gift, when he considers what the present land
system and unjust taxation upon industry robs
him of for the benefit of the monopolists.
The people's eyes are opening. A very little
money comparatively will open them more, until
they shall plainly "see the cat" and proceed to
put the Georgian demonstration into practical
operation.
There is no greater cause worth fighting for in
this world and time.

THE FUNDAMENTAL CAUSE OF
EMIGRATION FROM DENMARK
TO AMERICA.
A Lecture Delivered by Attorney Sopbus Berthelsen at
the Daiiish-Amerjcan Assembly at Roeskilde, Den
mark, August 10, 1909. Translated for The
Public from the Danish Monthly, "Ret,"
for August, 1909, by C. M. Koedt.

Even if he has never crossed the Atlantic every
Dane will follow with the greatest sympathy the
movement which, especially this year, is aimed at
closer ties between the home land and those Danes
who live in America. We are heartily touched by
their love for the old motherland, demonstrated in
this summer's festivals for Danish Americans, and
we perceive that we here at home can only profit
by strengthening and fastening these connections
with our countrymen in the foreign land, even if
we can not close our eyes to the fact that in the
'"strange" land where a man and a woman and
their children live and labor, perform their work,
and reap its fruit, there will sooner or later be
found their true fatherland. The fathers and
grandfather's home country will become a con
stantly more and more declining memory in the
minds of the children, an ever decreasing smaller
paTt of their spiritual inheritance and possession,
as compared to the new and great fatherland,
which perhaps has a prouder past, a richer culture,
a freer constitution and a greater future than little
Denmark.
But in spite of this sympathetic tie binding us
to our countrymen, who have gone over seas, there
is a question or a chain of questions of which every
Dane can only think with d?ep antipathy and dis
pleasure; aye, even apprehension and trembling
involuntarily seize many who think earnestly over
this matter, which, remarkable as it may appear,
has not come to the front in the discussions at
this summer's numerous American meetings.
This question relates to the reasons for the
whole emigration: What was the cause, de-ar
friends, that you departed frorh among us? What
have we done, that you should leave the home of
your fathers to become halfway foreigners? And
can we now make up for it? Has it benefited or
harmed the home land, that you thus departed
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with your sum of powers and fortitude ? Must we
here at home continue trying to increase this ex
port of good, brave men and women, to strengthen
you yonder? Or must we, on the contrary, en
deavor to stop this emigration? Perhaps try to
prepare shelter here at home for those of our
Danish emigrants who do not prosper abroad and
long to return? Well, would it not be the most
natural, the nearest result of a true feeling of
kinship, if we proposed, discussed and possibly
answered these many questions, just at this time
when our scattered children return to meet in con
ference with their home-staying kin in Denmark?
This question: Is emigration a natural under
taking or a sickly abnormality, for a people? pre
sents itself stronger now than ever before, calling
for a reply from the public consciousness.
In considering it, of course, we do not think of
the natural impulse of the young to visit foreign
lands and peoples, to return to the motherland
with clearer thoughts, finer atmosphere, and more
powerful mind. Such spiritual fertilization is
highly useful, and ought by all means to be en
couraged. Any attempt to shut up our public life
behind bolt and lock must always be condemned.
And even if some of those who journey forth
should like the new land better, finding love and
home there, well, then, that is our contribution to
that country, and we shall very likely be recom
pensed in other ways—at all events, personal lib
erty must not be encroached upon.
But this is not the question at issue. "Emigra
tion" i3 something quite different—this exporta
tion en masse of young men and women, who, as
if by some unseen power, are driven away from
their native land against their innermost good
will, and drawn towards a new and unknown
country which they expect will give them what in
vain they sought for at home—richer opportuni
ties of life. It is a matter of thousands—in a year
8,000 from Denmark, 25,000 from Norway—men
and women, and not the worst elements, who are
thus alienated from out people to become ab
sorbed by another—if they do not perish there. It
is the true cause of this remarkable emigration of
nations that we ought to investigate.
What then is this secret power which drives and
draws these many thousands away from home?
And why can the foreign land offer them better
opportunities for livelihood than their own coun
try?
It shall be said here, and said so loud as to be
audible to all, that the reason, the general common
cause for this great emigration, is not found in
any lack of ability on the part of the home land to
offer all her children greater and richer oppor
tunities for livelihood than any other country on
earth, for that it can—the Lord provided that.
But the cause is this, that the home land will not
open its fields and meadows and other oppor
tunities for her children ; but by means of bad
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economic legislation closes them, thus creating
such conditions for the always increasing popula
tion that it looks as if here were not room for all
the children of the nation, 60 that, not finding nat
ural opportunities for bread and house, by thou
sands they look around to find opportunities else
where.
It -was America's open, cheap land, under free
homestead law, which called Europe's landless
masses, and lifted even those who do not directly
profit by it, to higher economic comfort than they
could obtain in the old country. For nature's
economic law of the price of land witnesses that
cheap land brings high wages to all occupations,
even to the industrial worker and the office clerk
in the great city, while on the other hand, high
priced land is the true cause of poverty in urban
as well as rural communities. And only such
municipal law as accords with this economic
law of nature and disposes matters accordingly in
the interest of the people, is good popular law.
This then is the true, chief cause of emigration :
legislation, the written laws, the bad ones at home,
the good yonder—as long and as far as they were
and are effective !
The reason, therefore, was not that the home
country had not room for all its children—quite
. the other way ! Even in our small country we can
say, not only with the poets, but with the most
matter of fact surveyor and with literal truth
fulness, that here are grain fields enough, here is
summer sun enough, if only we had human kind
ness enough, or, more correctly speaking, plain
sense of justice enough; for what is
needed is not sacrifice, or charity, or
gifts, or alms, but just plain justice, the
natural consequence of citizenship, equal home
right to the native earth. It is this right, trans
lated into civil law, which our people are in need
of. But it is not room—not land—we are short of
in Denmark. If you all came tomorrow—150,000
Danes from America, and 150,000 more from
Sleswick (for we also desire to give the latter
homesteads in case conditions under the Prussian
eagle become too hard) —came home and desired
room, Denmark's mother earth were large enough
to give homesteads to all, if the laws were only
properly drawn. Here are millions of acres of
land which would be tilled many times better than
now, if the artificially screwed up price of land
did not prevent its best possible use through small
holdings. And for every day that passes technical
science gives us some new hint for the better de
velopment of possibilities and for richer harvests
for labor spent on the land. And under such con
ditions we should all find ourselves richer and
stronger—the great, great majority of us. For let
us not forget what just the great, probably the
greatest of the sons of free America, Henry George
(he was of .Scotch and perhaps Scandinavian de
scent), has taught us, that a people is not im
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poverished, but grows in prosperity the more nu
merous it becomes] that a country's sole, real
wealth consists in its living men—if the civil laws
are based on the natural God-given laws of justice.
That people which suffers from loss by "emigra
tion" proves thereby only that it has sinned
against these laws of justice, has denied its own
children the child's right at the mother's bosom,
the home right to the fatherland's soil, has disin
herited the child and pushed it into alienage—
where happiness has often been less than was ex
pected, poorer tllan the festive gladness of these
days give to be understood; and oftenest, less
than in the home land under good and natural
conditions, for the plain man and woman. How
much power of deed and thought is lost to our
poor little land through this emigration which is
of our own provoking? Would one in a hundred
have left us, if brighter circumstances here at
home had promised sure wages for honest labor?
Has it not oftenest been with streaming tears and
a thousand heartaches that the drawing in of the
gangplank of the emigrant steamer has been
watched? Perhaps even a hired band of musi
cians, as I saw it once in Norway, may attempt to
stun the pain by playing "Yes, we love this our
country" ; that in its terrible irony was one of the
most touching scenes one may live to witness!
But if this is the truth, that our motherland has
wronged all these many emigrants by tolerating
civil legislation worse than that of the foreign
land, so that they must emigrate hence, then we
owe it to ourselves to stop the continuation of this
purposeless, destructive emigration of our people,
so hurtful to the fatherland. And this can be ac
complished by creating legislation which would
open up natural opportunities, and give surety of a
bright home for all those willing to do honest work,
by securing to every one the results of his own
labor, without encroachment by state or monopoly ^
and to the community right to the ground value
created by mutual industry—the fatherland's land
value, with equal rights for all. This done, emi
gration will cease, because the motherland then
offers her offspring better conditions than the for
eign land, just as a mother should and will do
when she is enlightened about it.
And this then must be told the Danes abroad,
that an endeavor to realize this indeed patriotic
reform of our legislation, was started in Denmark
by plain cottagers,* who upon the foundation of
the same natural conceptions which dictated to
Thomas Jefferson America's proud Declaration of
Independence, and later to Henry George his
"Progress and Poverty," have built their economic
programme with this reform in view: equal rights
for all; right to the products of our own labor;
homestead right in the fatherland.
When these reforms are finally carried through,
•See The Public, vol. lx. p. 1013, vol. xii, pp. 55, 183, 787.

then we will hope that these rights will be enacted
in such a manner that they will be not only se
cured for the people at home, but also for those
Danes in America and Sleswick who long to re
turn to the fatherland and who will then share
our mutual home and opportunities with us in
brotherly unity.
Accept, then, for all abroad this greeting from
all those who stand in the service of this reform
movement. We intend in this wise to build up
our country, to increase its usefulness, and to
care for its needs, for ever and ever. Seek to cre
ate a Danish homestead law better and richer than
the American, aye, than that of any other country,
so that in the peaceful development of culture,
with the aid of God, we may lead the whole world !
•j*

ft*

<1*

THE HIDDEN BEAST.
Introduction to "The Beast and the Jungle," by
Judge Ben B. Lindsey and Harvey J. O'Higgins,
Opening in Everybody's Magazine
for October.*
Among the picture puzzles of your childhood
there was one that showed a forest of entangled
branches, tree trunks, fallen timber and dense un
derbrush ; and the problem was, in that bewilder
ing jumble of lines, to "find the cat." You traced
the outline of a tail among the branches; you
spied a paw in the crook of a tree limb ; you pick
ed out the barrel of the animal's body in the bark
of a trunk; an ear pricked up from the under
brush ; an eye stared from the bole of a fallen tree.
And when, turning the picture on its side, you
gathered those clues together in your eye, suddenly
you saw—not the house cat you had expected, but
the great "cat" of the jungle, crouching there with
such a threatening show of teeth that it almost
frightened you into dropping the card. Do you
remember that?
Well, there is hidden in our complicated Ameri
can civilization just such a beast of the jungle.
It is not a picture in a picture puzzle. It is a fact in
a fact puzzle. There is no man among us, in any
sort of public business or profession, who has not
seen its tail or its paw concealed among the upper
branches, or its eyes and ears watching and listen
ing in the lowest underbrush and fallen timber of
our life. It is there—waiting. To some it has
appeared to be a house cat merely; and it has
purred to them very soothingly, no doubt. But
some have come upon its claws, and they have
been rather more than scratched. And others have
found its teeth, and they have been bitten—bitten
to the soul. A few who have watched it and
stalked it carefully know that it is, at the last,
very like the dragon in the old fable of Greece, to
whom some of the people were daily sacrificed ;
•See pages j>58 and 960.
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for it lives upon us. Yes, it lives upon us—upon
the best of us as well as the worst—and the
daughters of the poor are fed to it no less than
the sons of the rich. If you save }rour life from
it, it is at the price of your liberty, of your hu
manity, of your faith with your fellows, whom
you must hand over to it, helpless. And if you^
attack it
!
I propose to tell, in this story of my own ex
perience, what happens if you attack it. I pro
pose to show the beast from its tail to its nose-tip,
and to show it as it is when it has' ceased to purr
and bares its teeth. I propose to mark its trail
and name its victims, to. warn you of where it
lurks and how it springs. I do not hope to set
you on in any organized assault upon it—for I
have learned that this is too much to hope—but I
trust that I shall be able to show you where the
fight against it is being fought, so that you may
at least recognize your own defenders and not be
led to cry out against them and desert them—
when the beast turns polecat—and even, at the in
stigation of treachery, to come behind your cham
pion and stab him in the back !
The beast in the jungle! How it fights! Any
man who truthfully writes the story of his cam
paigns against it will not write from any motives
of vainglory; there is anything but glory to be
gained in that war. And I do not write in any
"holier than thou" attitude of mind, for I under
stand how I blundered into the hostility, and how

the accidents of life and the simplicities of mis
understanding have brought me again and again
into collision with the brute. But I write be
cause men have said to me, "You are always cry
ing 'Wolf! Wolf!' when we see no wolf. Show
us. We're from Missouri. Don't preach. Tell
us the facts." And I am going to tell the facts.
They will be "personal." They must be personal.
I shall have to write about myself, about my
friends, about those who consider me their enemy.
There is no other way. It is a condition of this
whole struggle with the beast that the man who
fights it must come out into the open with his
life, conspicuously and with the appearance of a
strut—like some sort of blessed little hero-martyr
—while it keeps modestly under cover and watches
him and bides its time!

BOOKS
STRAY VERSES.
Wandering Chords. By John Ward Stimson. Price
$1.00. Obtainable from the Author, Redding Cen
tre, Conn.
A paper bound volume of verse "gathered by
request," the writer tells us, "to recall to a few
intimate friends some varied human hopes, ex
periences, trials, sentiments and affections." The
nature and motive of these "Wandering Chords"

Announcement
A SYSTEMATIC campaign of circulation-building for The Public is to
be undertaken immediately by Mr. Emil Schmied. Mr. Schmied
will visit personally as many cities as he can, and with the aid of local
friends of The Public will call on and solicit subscriptions from persons who
are or may become interested in fundamental democracy. <J In this work
we need and want your help. That help for the present will consist of two
things: First, to say that you will, when called on to do so, make out a list
of the people in your town who might become interested in a paper like
The Public. Second, that when Mr. Schmied comes to your place you will
devote as much time as you can to going with him to see these people, or in
some other way help him to secure their subscriptions. <J If you are inter
ested, will you please write and say that you will do this. Do it now. Mr.
Schmied may not be able to reach your town or State for several months,
but the answers to this request will help him to make out an itinerary and
plan his work for the winter in the mo3t profitable way.
Address: EMIL SCHMIED, Manager.
Care of The Public,
Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago.
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may be judged from the 202d number, entitled
"The Singer:"
The Singer sings—and passes on his way;
He takes no note of Time—by night nor day—
He has "His Quest"— to sing his Rondelay!
Across the void his magic arrows fly;
They glance on mount and moor; they pierce the
sky;
Fall on the cottage floor and by the fountain lie!
His quiver trembles full! his bow is strung!
He presses onward yet—his Heart is Young!
He still must sing his Song! he hath no other
tongue!
Forgive him then, if yet his faltering voice
Falls on thy ear—he hath no other choice!
He hails the Christmas Morn, and bids the Earth
"Rejoice!"

and woman for a reward. "And Iblis said, 'I
will give thee wisdom greater than aU the beasts
of the field and I will place a dagger in thj
mouth, so when thou strikest thine enemy he shall
surely die.'"
It is Iblis that tempts the woman with the for
bidden fruit by warning her not to touch it, while
human wise her desire is awakened by the denial
as he foresaw, while he craftily waited the sure
working of the snare he had laid.
It is the old, old story with a difference in
names and details of the fall and the judgment
—the old, old story. The pity of it is that it may
be repeated in every human life, still with a dif
ference of name and circumstance, but none the
less the old temptation—but not necessarily the
"fall."
A. L. M.

"The Earth"?—ah yes! that laggard dull of ear!
That greets all Sibyl leaves with flout and jeer!
Sneer on! Yet still the Christ-truths Reappear!
A. U M.
*
*
*

THE OLD STORY.
Iblis in Paradise. A story of the temptation. By
George Roe. Henry Altemus Company. Price,
$1.25.
This artistic little volume, finely illustrated,
bound in full leather and boxed, is the familiar
allegory of Adam and Eve, founded upon a very
ancient Hindu legend, as the translator tells us
in his foreword. It is chiefly interesting as an
evidence of the relationship of religious myths
existing and sacredly preserved among all the
races of the earth. The Oriental legend differs
from the Hebrew in making the tempter, Iblis,
an angel who would not bow down to man made
in the image and likeness of the Lord. Driven
forth from the Divine Presence with stones of
fire, the rebellious one swore to seduce the newly
created man to disobedience, but could find no
entrance to the garden of Eden. The serpent
sleeping in the shadow heard his cry of anger
and despair and offered to guide him to the man

PERIODICALS
W. O. Osborn (736 Caxton Building, Cleveland),
is editing a very attractive municipal weekly, The
Townsman, which stands, among other things for
equal suffrage, municipal ownership, fundamental
democracy, publicity in politics, initiative, refer
endum and recall, and the encouragement of civic
pride and interest. The typography Is so artistic
that the paper would be readable even if there
were nothing in it worth reading, but its matter is
as attractive In substance as in typographical pres
entation. Harris R. Cooley and Frederick C. Howe
were contributors to the first number, and J. B.
Vining writes in the second on "The 'City Limits' of
Charity."
The opening chapters of Judge Lindsey's auto
biography, edited by Harvey J. O'Higgins, which
appear in Everybody's (New York) for October,
fill the full measure of expectation and give promise
of autobiographical revelation and routing. Its title,
"The Beast and the Jungle," which might be freely
translated into "Big Business and Politics," is hap
pily selected, since the autobiography Is the li'e
story of a young man whom the Beast has purred
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upon and spit upon and finally tried to rend asunder.
A story of Denver politics, inside and outside, names
and all, it is a reflection of the goings on of Big
Business in politics in all our cities, and must there
fore be of interest as well as value. One of its
merits is the fairness with which Judge Lindsey
attributes the civic treason of the men he exposes,
to personal weakness under social pressure rather
than to personal criminality. Xhis is the story
which, as announced in the newspapers about a
month ago, the Big Business interests in Denver
tried to suppress. But Everybody's, after a thor
ough investigation in Denver, announces that it
"stands back of Judge Lindsey's autobiography."
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Judge Ben B. Lindsey'i autobiography, begin
ning in Everybody's Magazine for October, is
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America." It is a thrilling story—the life
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